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Abstract

Determination of disease biomarkers in clinical samples is of crucial significance for disease monitoring and public health. The dominating format is enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), which subtly exploits both the antigen-antibody reaction and biocatalytic property of enzymes. Although enzymes play an important role in this platform, they generally suffer from inferior stability and less tolerant of temperature, pH condition compared with general chemical products. Here, we demonstrate a metal-linked immunosorbent assay (MeLISA) based on a robust signal amplification mechanism that faithfully replaces the essential element of the enzyme. As an enzyme-free alternative to ELISA, this methodology works by the detection of α-fetoprotein (AFP), prostatic specific antigen (PSA) and C-reactive protein (CRP) at concentrations of 0.1 ng mL⁻¹, 0.1 ng mL⁻¹ and 1 ng mL⁻¹ respectively. It exhibits approximately two magnitudes higher sensitivity and is 4 times faster for chromogenic reaction than ELISA. The detection of AFP and PSA was further confirmed by over a hundred serum samples from hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) and prostate cancer patients respectively.
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Introduction

Enzyme-free detection is extremely desirable [1–3] yet still challenging to the engineering of robust methods which would renovate immunoassay and improve current diagnostic techniques. Although extensive research has been devoted including the use of electrochemistry [4–6], fluorescence [7,8] and chemiluminescence [9–11], the requirement of additional expensive equipment discourages their broad application especially in resource limited regions. Since the color generation is the basis of ELISA, engineering enzyme-free colorimetric assay could not only well accommodate conventional immunoassay, but also greatly improve its stability.

The development of nanotechnology opens the way for advances in scientific research [12–18]. With the synthetic procedure towards nanoparticles having been optimized, biosensors based on nanomaterials are moving into clinical practice and commercial translation [19]. Conventional gold nanoparticles (AuNPs)-based colorimetric detection yields high sensitivity due to the high extinction coefficient and distance-dependent optical properties [20–25], nonetheless, current AuNPs aggregation induced by interparticle crosslinking of biomolecules often requires careful and long-time incubation in a buffer solution which may cause undesirable aggregation of
AuNPs [26]. Robust, ultra-rapid and highly stable AuNPs aggregation in colorimetric assay still remains a challenge. We circumvent this problem by presenting an organic reaction-induced aggregation in aqueous solution which occurs within 1 second. This aggregation of AuNPs is triggered by the reaction between terminal alkynes and silver ions, which has been used as a “traditional test” for acetylenic groups (depicted in Fig. 1). We adopt this classic reaction for the first time in a colorimetric assay. Surprisingly, it yielded the fastest AuNPs-based colorimetric process ever reported (Table S1).

Herein, this colorimetric assay was integrated into immunoassay by employing the silver ions generation amplification. In our approach, silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) were oxidatively dissolved in the presence of hydrogen peroxide to produce millions of silver ions. Instead of the standard enzymatic reaction under well-defined conditions in an ELISA test, the robust chemical dissolution and the ultra-rapid colorimetric process ensure a high reproducible and practical system. The amplification mechanism exhibits attractive size-modulation, that is, AgNPs with differing diameters generate silver ions of corresponding amounts, leading to a controlled detecting range of analyte. That is of vital importance for an analytical methodology since the reference ranges for different analytes varies significantly. The MeLISA offers a simple but effective platform for biomarker detection with high stability and robustness.

Alkynyl silvers induced colorimetric assay

The formation of alkynyl silvers has wide applications in organic synthesis [27,28], silver-catalyzed reaction [29,30] and building blocks for complex architectures [31,32]. To employ this organic reaction for colorimetric assay, terminal alkyne-functionalized thiol (5-(1,2-dithiolan-3-yl)-N-(prop-2-ynyl) pentanamide) was synthesized following previously reported methodology [33]. This compound was spontaneously self-assembled onto the surface of AuNPs through Au-S bonds which could be confirmed by a slight red shift in the UV-Vis spectra (Fig. S1). By introducing silver ions to the alkyne-functionalized AuNPs, the H of the C-H bond of the alkyne was exchanged by the silver (I) species, immediately forming alkynyl silvers complex. Fig. 2a shows the different tonality of the alkyne-functionalized AuNPs solution upon treatment with different concentrations of silver nitrate; the colour intensity increased at higher concentrations of silver ions, and the colour remained fixed overnight. The blue coloured solutions were characterized by the UV-Vis spectra as demonstrated in Fig. 2b. At higher concentration of silver ions, the absorbance at 620 nm ($A_{620\text{ nm}}$) was intensified, which was related to aggregation of AuNPs, whereas the extinction at 520 nm ($A_{520\text{ nm}}$), corresponding to dispersed AuNPs, was decreased. The absorbance ratio between $A_{620\text{ nm}}$ and $A_{520\text{ nm}}$ was proportional to the concentration of silver ions below 10 μM (Fig. 2c), indicating that this colorimetric assay was potentially quantifiable.

**Figure 1. Schematic representation of the MeLISA for the detection of biomarker.** In this sandwich immunoassay, the polystyrene plate is covered with a capture antibody which could anchor the target biomarker. This coating step comprises the blocking procedure with bovine serum albumin to minimize nonspecific interactions. Serum sample with target antigen is added to the plate to allow the reaction between capture antibody and target antigen. Finally, the sandwich immunoassay is formed by the addition of the detection antibody that conjugated with silver nanoparticles. Introduction of hydrogen peroxide initiates the dissolution of AgNPs into silver ions, leading to a rapid aggregation of alkyne-functionalized AuNPs. The aggregation yields a distinct red-to-blue colour change in solution that can be read by eye or a compatible plate reader (for quantification).
The aggregation was due to the formation of alkynyl silvers which could change the surface charge of alkyne-functionalized AuNPs. The high efficient nature of this organic reaction, results in a fast aggregation within 1 second at room temperature. This is the most rapid AuNPs-based colorimetric process ever reported. The aggregation of alkyne-functionalized AuNPs could be directly confirmed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images. It clearly displayed a dispersed or aggregated state of alkyne-functionalized AuNPs in the absence or presence of silver ions, respectively (Fig. 2d, e). Dynamic light scattering (DLS) was also employed to validate the aggregation. The diameter of alkyne-functionalized AuNPs enlarges gradually with the addition of higher concentration of silver ions (Fig. 2f).

To confirm that the aggregation was actually induced by the reaction between the terminal alkyne and silver ions, bare AuNPs were challenged with different concentrations of silver ions in the same conditions; the solutions remained unchanged (Fig. S2). In addition, silver ions were replaced by other metal ions in the presence of alkyne-functionalized AuNPs, including K⁺, Na⁺, Ca²⁺, Fe²⁺, Cu²⁺, Pd²⁺, Zn²⁺ and Mn²⁺. Even at a concentration ten times greater than that of silver ions and with the solution standing overnight, no colour change was observed in solution (Fig. S3). Therefore the aggregation in our method was triggered by the organic reaction between terminal alkynes and silver ions. Although Cu (I) may have the same function as silver ions due to the same reaction with terminal alkynes (data not shown), the effect can be neglected because of the instability of this compound. Taken together, the aggregation of alkyne-functionalized AuNPs induced by silver ions can be used in colorimetric assay due to the rapid response, high stability and capability to produce an intense optical response.

**MeLISA for biomarker detection**

We used the dissolution of AgNPs for signal amplification, taking the place of enzymatic process. When H₂O₂ was added to the 70-nm AgNPs (see Fig. S4 for UV-Vis and TEM characterization), the solution began to fade and became colourless, indicating a resultant dissolution of AgNPs [34]. The dissolution was evaluated by UV-Vis spectra and dark field imaging. As depicted in Fig. S5, the absorbance at 420 nm, which is a characteristic absorbance peak for AgNPs, decreased significantly and eventually disappeared within a few minutes after the addition of H₂O₂. Meanwhile, blue spots of AgNPs in the dark field microscope image gradually disappeared after incubation with H₂O₂ (Fig. S6). Compared with the dissolution with strong acid [35], H₂O₂ offers a relatively mild and environment-friendly methodology and makes a minimal contribution to AuNPs aggregation. Moreover, the dissolution of AgNPs enables a great amplification: it can be calculated that each 70 nm AgNPs would generate silver ions by seven orders of magnitude through the dissolution. To employ this amplification into biomarker detection, we used an AgNPs-linked antibody to accommodate a sandwich immunoassay and establish the MeLISA system (the combination of antibody to AgNPs was described in supporting information).
We used the MeLISA for the colorimetric detection of AFP, a valuable biomarker for hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). Briefly, a polystyrene plate modified with capture antibody was exposed to 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) to block the remaining protein binding sites. After repeated washing, target antigen was added to the desired concentration and the blank was run to ensure the accuracy, followed by another washing. The plate was then incubated with AgNPs-AB (the AgNPs labelled antibody denoted as AgNPs-AB, the incubation time and concentration of antibody were optimized as shown in Fig. S7, 8). Another washing step was performed and subsequently H$_2$O$_2$ and alkyne-functionalized AuNPs were added successively to generate the colour change in solution. With the addition of H$_2$O$_2$, AgNP-AB was dissolved into silver ions which induced the aggregation of alkyne-functionalized AuNPs. The solution exhibited blue colour only in the presence of AFP, and higher concentrations of analyte favoured a high intensity blue colour in the solution (Fig. 3a). In the blank control, no silver ions were generated to induce the AuNPs aggregation because AgNPs-AB could not be adsorbed to the wells without the recognition by the target analyte. Conventional HRP-based ELISA was performed as comparison according to a standard protocol. As shown in Fig. 3a, an AFP concentration as low as $10^{-10}$ g mL$^{-1}$ could be detected by the distinct colour difference in solution using our MeLISA, whereas it needed nearly a concentration of $10^{-7}$ g mL$^{-1}$ for colorimetric differentiation in conventional ELISA. The colorimetric detection ability of MeLISA could be validated by the ratio between the absorbance at 620 nm and 520 nm ($A_{620 \text{ nm}}/A_{520 \text{ nm}}$, see Fig. S9 for the corresponding UV-Vis spectra). Likewise, the optical density at 450 nm (OD$_{450 \text{ nm}}$) could be used to verify the colorimetric results of ELISA (Fig. 3b). These results represent a nearly 1000-fold decrease in the limit of detection compared with conventional ELISA, and the high sensitivity was promoted by the unique signal amplification in the
MeLISA system. On the one hand, the colour change of functionalized AuNPs is sensitive to silver ions on which the assay is based. Through this particle-to-ions amplification, a low concentration of silver nanoparticles could produce an obvious blue-coloured solution. On the other hand, through the metal-linked amplification, each 70-nm AgNP would generate millions of silver ions through dissolution, resulting in a significant enhancement in biomarker detection. Besides the higher sensitivity, the MeLISA has advantages over ELISA. As biological signal amplification in ELISA, the enzymatic process should under well-defined conditions, require approximately 20 minutes and need to be stopped by inactivating the enzymes. Furthermore, in ELISA, the colorimetric results produced by chromogenic reagent were not stable and the results of OD450 nm should be measured within 15 min in case the decrease of the optical density. By contrast, in the MeLISA system, robust chemical reaction was introduced for signal amplification. That required only 5-6 minutes and no special reaction conditions (e.g. dark conditions, precise pH, constant temperature and buffer solution that should be ensured in ELISA) were needed. For the organic reaction-induced aggregation of AuNPs, the colorimetric results were stable and the absorbance could be measured even overnight using an identical microplate reader. The assay performance could certainly be improved by using secondary antibody or using biotin streptavidin amplification system like the ELISA does. Therefore, this MeLISA platform offered a suitable enzyme-free alternative to conventional ELISA, especially in resource-limited environment.

To test the ability of the MeLISA as a universal tool for antigen detection, we also evaluated the detection of prostate specific antigen (PSA) and C-reactive protein (CRP), pivotal biomarkers for prostate cancer and human inflammation respectively. Identical to the AFP detection described above, anti-PSA and anti-CRP were used to produce sandwich immunoassays. The solution exhibited a blue (yellow) colour only in the presence of target analyte which was due to the selectivity of antigen-antibody reaction. For PSA, with low concentration even in patients, our MeLISA could obtain a comparable detection limit with conventional ELISA which was 10^-10 g mL^-1. Additionally, MeLISA offered a wider detection range (Fig. 3c). The detection performance could also be confirmed by the values of A620 nm/A520 nm and OD450 nm (Fig. 3d). For CRP, a concentration of 10^-9 g mL^-1 could be discriminated through the red-to-blue colour difference in MeLISA, indicating approximately two orders of magnitude higher sensitivity than that for conventional ELISA (Fig. 3e,f). More importantly, CRP is a high-content protein even in normal subjects and pg mL^-1 concentration in patients. We could achieve direct colorimetric readout by adjusting the size of the AgNPs to avoid repeated dilution in traditional sensitive detection methods. The detecting range of analyte could be controlled beforehand due to the AgNPs-to-Ag^+ amplification. Fig. S10 shows that the concentration of CRP only in the range of 10^-8-10^-7 g mL^-1 could be differentiated using 70 nm AgNPs. While by using 15 nm AgNPs, the CRP concentration in the range of 10^-7-10^-6 g mL^-1 could then be distinguished (see Fig. S11 for UV-Vis and TEM characterization). By changing the size of AgNPs, the detection range of our MeLISA system could be directly regulated according to different threshold concentrations for different biomarkers. Overall, we believe that the MeLISA could be a suitable replacement for enzymatic ELISA approach as a universal method for biomarker detection.

Real sample detection of AFP by the MeLISA

Many detection methods failed to monitor target antigen in clinical samples, which is more complex and often in low concentration. Encouraged by the sensitivity and robustness of the MeLISA, we evaluated the MeLISA system under clinical diagnostic conditions. To ensure the reliability and objectivity, a double-blind experiment was performed using 96 unrelated serum samples with a 100-fold dilution (52 AFP positive samples were collected from HCC patients and 44 negative ones were from healthy people. The experimenter did not know the concentrations of these samples until the experiment was finished). As demonstrated in Fig. 4a, positive and negative samples could be differentiated by the colour of the resulting solution with aggregated or dispersed AuNPs respectively. The value of A620 nm/A520 nm could also be used to distinguish the samples with a clinical threshold of 20 ng mL^-1 where the A620 nm/A520 nm value was 0.31, positive samples yielded higher A620 nm/A520 nm values while negative samples yielded lower ones (Fig. 4b). 5 samples produced false-negative results among a total 96 samples, indicating that the MeLISA offered sensitivity of 90% and specificity of 100% in one independent experiment. The area under ROC curve (AUC) was calculated to be 0.96, indicating excellent discrimination of our MeLISA (Fig. 4c, see Table S2 for raw data). The excellent performance verified the ability of our MeLISA to perform AFP detection using small volumes of serum to produce a distinct colorimetric result. Furthermore, to demonstrate the practical application of the MeLISA, user friendliness
should be considered. A novice was asked to perform the experiment from beginning to end including the synthesis of alkyne-functionalized AuNPs, the label of antibody to AgNPs and the immunosorbent assay. With 32 serum samples, 100% sensitivity and 82% specificity were obtained in one independent assay and the AUC was 0.96 as depicted in Fig. S12. The MeLISA could be adjusted to a clinical diagnostic of HCC by the high performance in AFP detection.

Real sample detection of PSA by the MeLISA

To test the universality of the MeLISA for detecting different biomarkers in sera, PSA was used to evaluate the performance using 30 serum samples with 15 positive. With a 10-fold dilution, Fig. 5a demonstrated the colorimetric results in a double-blind experiment. At the clinical threshold of 4 ng mL⁻¹, 0.38 was used as $A_{620\text{ nm}}/A_{520\text{ nm}}$ cut-off value to differ positive and negative samples (Fig. 5b). All the samples were accurately detected indicating that the sensitivity and selectivity, for PSA detection, were both 100% which rival the existing methods (Fig. 5c, see Table S3 for raw data). To ensure the reproducibility of the MeLISA, coefficient of variation (CV) was obtained through three independent assays. CV% was under 15% in 28 cases which demonstrated the high reproducibility and accuracy of our method (Fig. 5d). Overall, the MeLISA was able to detect any other disease biomarkers as long as the antibody direct against it are available like ELISA. Given the significant advantages of simple, stable and reliable features, the MeLISA could indeed be a suitable replacement to ELISA in clinical diagnostic. It could potentially be developed to a commercial kit like ELISA since nanoparticles (both silver and gold) could be easily obtained at a low cost.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated an enzyme-free methodology for the colorimetric detection of disease biomarkers in serum which could be used in clinical diagnostic. Our metal-linked amplification strategy was efficient and robust by the chemical dissolution of AgNPs into silver ions; a “well-known test” for acetylenic groups was used to develop a colorimetric immunoassay which generates a high signal response. In view of the results for the detection of various biomarkers and the excellent performance in clinical evaluation, the MeLISA could represent an enzyme-free alternative to conventional ELISA, especially in point-of-care diagnostics. Since the colorimetric assays can be used for the detection of proteins and also small molecules, our approach may be capable of accommodating many biological problems and as such could potentially afford substantial impact in the development of novel analytical methods.
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Figure 5 | Colorimetric detection of PSA in human serum by the MeLISA. A double-blind experiment was performed for PSA detection in serum samples. a, Photograph for the detection in 30 independent real samples using the MeLISA. b, Vertical scatter plots of the values of Au(G)/Au(R) for positive and negative samples. c, ROC curve for PSA in clinical samples. d, Coefficient of variation (CV) plotted with different patient numbers. The CV was obtained through three independent experiments and the marked cut-off was 15%.
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